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Index 
1. Power Box 
 
2. Display Monitor/Controller 
 
3. Hydrogen output pipe on incline 
 
4. Condenser 
 
5. Oxygen output barb and main tank fill aperture 2 
 
6. Pneumatic valve for auto refill of distilled water to tank from refill bag 
 
7. Refill bag with water pump 
 
8. Plastic flanges to secure tank as secondary fixture points 
 
9. Specialized tank with H (Hydrogen) and O (Oxygen) chambers 
 
10. Y- Connector merging both of the hydrogen output pipes from the dual electrolyzers hydrogen    
      output and joining them by hose [11] to the  hydrogen chamber of the Tank. 
 
11. Hydrogen hose circulating liquid under velocity from the electrolyzers into the hydrogen  
      chamber of the Tank. 
 
12. Hose connected from the Tank water output nozzle to the Y- Connector then to the fluid 
       input nozzles of both electrolyzers. 
 
13. Y- Connector merging both of the oxygen output pipes from the dual electrolyzers and  
      joining them by hose to the oxygen chamber of the tank. 
 
14. Electrolyzer drain taps for draining NAOH electrolyte during maintenance by the installer. 
 
15. Electrolyzer Fixing brackets for connection to support rods fitted by installer to secure 
       the unit to the vehicle. 
 
16. Bolts which hold the integrity of the electrolyzer and not to be opened. 
 

17. Silicone grommet to support the Tank flanges during vibration of the vehicle. 
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Note: the Electrical wiring on all models is the same including 

the integrated system HO4 

 

 

 

 
 

 
Introduction 
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Your new Hydrogen system creates small amounts of hydrogen and oxygen using a 

highly efficient separation process to supplement the fuel in all standard petrol, diesel 
and LPG engines. The two gases, hydrogen and oxygen contained in water [H20], are 
split and separated by the Hydrogen’s patented systems.  

 

The gases are kept separated within the system. Another unique feature is the 
automatic electronics that controls the systems stability and safety. The safety 
features include a shut down of the system for temperatures higher than 158� F (70 
degrees C).  

 

The hydrogen is used as a catalyst, giving a greater flame propagation to improve 
burning of fossil fuels. Normally, a combustion engine only burns about 75% of the 
fuel.  

The hydrogen burns the unburned fuel on a higher efficiency. 

 

The H system vastly improves the safety issues associated with hydrogen. Pure 
hydrogen does not explode unless you mix it with pure oxygen. Our H system 
generates pure hydrogen, not like other systems which generate hydroxy or browns 
gas “HHO” [mixed hydrogen and oxygen]. HHO is highly explosive and dangerous. 

 

The H system does not require stored or compressed hydrogen to be carried on the 
vehicle. It generates hydrogen on demand in an open non pressure system.  

 

The H system only operates when the engine is running, if installed with a H- 
VOLTAGE CONTROL BOARD. ** ** H - VOLTAGE CONTROL BOARD 
(Optional)page 24 

Note: If the voltage control board is not used, The power box has to be 

connected to a 14V OR 28V(DEPENDING ON THE CUSTOMIZED ORDER) 

source available when the engine is running. !!! 

 

IMPORTANT: The installer has to follow our “Electrical Wiring Diagram” for 
installation   carefully. Labeling:  Hydrogen Hybrid labels are provided so you 
can indicate on the vehicle that a fuel-saving device is installed. 
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Connections: 

The installer has to follow our installation and electrical wiring diagram instruction for a 
safe installation of  the H system. The hydrogen hose [3] from the H system to the 
engine’s air intake should be securely mounted to the vehicle and routed away from 
heat sources and be on an uphill incline from the hydrogen Tank output; if  not then 
water collects in the loop thus blocking the hydrogen flow. 

 

The hose should never go through the passenger compartment or in any area that 
would allow hydrogen to leak into the passenger compartment under any 
circumstance. The hydrogen lines from the H system to the engine’s air intake are 
made of materials that have been tested to be compatible with  hydrogen, are not 
subject to hydrogen weakening, and are resistant to caustic/acid solution. 
 
Operation and Maintenance: 
Never replace the hydrogen hose [3], wiring, or H system parts, with other materials 
that have not been specifically tested and certified for use with the H system. During 
the periodic 3,000 mile maintenance 
check, inspect all connections from the H system to the engine’s air intake for leaks. 
Repair all leaking joints, no matter how small. 
 
 Do not loosen any joint in the H system while it is operating. Never allow hoses or 
wires to be crushed, occluded, or to touch hot engine parts. Leaking Joints: Reposition 
clamps over hose - tank nozzle connection or elbow barbs on the electrolyzer 
top [cell] and its hose connection. 
 
Before servicing, turn off the engine and ensure the H system is off.  
 
Do not over tighten any hoses, 
connectors, or bolts on the cell as this can cause leaks. 
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H system layout in a vehicle: Decide where to mount the H system  
for the vehicle using the basic guidelines. 
 
1: Ensure that the hydrogen HOSE with injector at the PLENUM or air filter housing is 
higher than the Hose from the hydrogen exit from the Tank. 
 
2: Ensure the H system is well clear of heat sources, electrical cables, batteries, 
switches and sparks 
. 
Many vehicles have enough space between the grill and the radiator [ see page 7]. 
Some small trucks have space on the chassis behind or side of the cabin.  
 
A strong mounting bracket [15] is required to be attached to the metal bracket on the 
electrolyzer [cell] to ensure the H system is not able to come adrift by vibration.  
 
An installation in an area where the cell is not well protected means if the system is 
exposed to rain, mud or spray from the tires or passing cars, a special protective shield 
or guard has to be installed. 
Mounting 
 
Warning:  
Do not allow the electrolyzer or tank to touch the radiator or other parts that can 
become very hot. Always keep space between the cell and radiator.  
 
Always use the mounting brackets/screws [15] on the side and bottom of the Electrolyzer for 
anchorage as the primary fixing point. Use aluminum profiles or steel profile with L or C shape 
to reduce movement and stress. The plastic Tank flanges [8] should not be used as the 
primary fixing point. 

 

MAXIMUM Distance between tank and Cell in H04SP, HO6SP and 2HO4SP 
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These are the maximum distances between 
tank and electrolyzer [cell] by way of hose 
connection. 
 
Ensure the hoses always ascend at 
a vertical angle from the electrolyzer [cell] 
otherwise gas production is impeded 

These are the maximum 
distances between tank and electrolyzer 
[cell] by way of hose connection. 
Ensure the hoses always ascend at 
a vertical angle from the electrolyzer [cell] 
otherwise gas production is impeded 
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Note: These parameters ensure higher velocity between Tank and Electrolyzer Cell 

Next locate the connection point for the hydrogen hose using the following guidelines: 

 

1: The connection point is the air intake of the engine before the air filter(easy install) 

 

2: Ensure the hydrogen hose [3] is away from excessive heat and protected from 
damage. 

 

3: Ensure the hose [3] is on an incline angle all the way from the H Tank to the 
connection point on the engine air intake hose. 

 

4: The H2 pipe should be secured and tightened with one or more cable tie at its 
connection point and 

 

further cable ties along the routing of the pipe keeping it secure. 

 

5. Another easier way is to connect the H2 pipe and injector at the air filter box, 
drilling a hole in the air  filter box maybe required to insert the hose. 

 

Note: The H and the O hose maybe joint together at the H2 connection point with a 
YConnector. The single tube after the Y connector must be not longer than 20cm. The 
inner hose  diameter should not exceed 4mm (supplied) 
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H system Electrical Control Box and Display Monitor: 
Power Box  The Control Box/Power Box [1] is not water proof and needs to be 
mounted inside the cabin of the vehicle. The best place is under 

 

The car alternator supplies about which is well within the range of the 2 Green LEDs. 
The RED AND 2  GREEN LEDs are in fact Voltage Range Controllers and show if the 
cell has enough power. When all  three LEDs are on; the voltage supply is normal. In 
the event that no LEDs are on except the Red LED [4], this indicates insufficient 
voltage supply to the cell. 
 
Ensure the wiring is away from heat and covered with insulating tubing where 
necessary to protect it from 9 damage. The large black and red wires to the QH 
system and the vehicle’s battery must be routed  through a rubber grommet. The 
cables are designed to carry up to 25 amps MAX. [depending on your H system]  
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Note: When drilling holes for cable between the engine bay and cabin firewall, 
please ensure that the wires are wrapped with protective insulation tape or 
passed 

 

 

 

 

NOTE: If only one cell is used it has to be connected to the (CELL I ) Power 

terminals only. The current will be shown on the left side of the Display 

Monitor 
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Follow the electrical wiring diagram for installation. 

Here is the complete layout and wiring of the H System for final checking. 
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The display monitor [2] can be mounted almost anywhere on the dash board.  

 

The display monitor must be visible while driving the vehicle to monitor fluid levels 
and for servicing and maintenance. The display monitor /controller[2] plugs into the 
black control box [1] via a 16 pin ribbon cable. The system will not 

operate without it connected and switched on. 

 

Next, mount the automatic water refill bag: The refill bag with pump [7] can be 
mounted anywhere there is easy access to refill it and away from heat. This can be 
inside the cabin or under the bonnet (hood) of the vehicle. It holds one liter of pure 
distilled or de-mineralized water. 

 

The H refill bag in the average vehicle will need to be refilled about every 5 tanks of 

gas/petrol/diesel.  
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Filling Primary Tank with Electrolyte: 

 

Table 1.1: 

 

      *The current without paranthesis for Gasoline/Petrol engines 
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Table 1.2 

 

Take a plastic container and fill with 800 mL distilled or de-mineralized water and 
.                                                                       add NAOH according to the Table1.1

(Always wear protective gloves and goggles) 
Stir and allow NAOH to dissolve for 10-15 minutes. Then, using a small funnel [see pic 
at left], carefully  pour the solution into the hole in the centre of the tank through the O2 
hose barb(center of the tank). 
 
Fill the refill bag with distilled water only. [See info on position of Refill Bag at end 
of this section]  
Warning: Never attempt to fill the NAOH solution into the refill bag. 
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Mixing NAOH into Distilled Water: 

 

 

 

 

Warning: 
Always wear protective gloves, mask and protective glasses/goggles when you 
handle chemicals  and electrolyte: Be careful mixing NAOH with distilled water. 
The dissolving process of NAOH is a chemical process that involves heat .  
The water will quickly heat up and toxic gases will be released for a 
very short time. 
Always mix NAOH with destilled water with room temperature [circa 20 degrees C/ ] to 
ensure an efficient and fast dissolving process. After the solution turns from milky to 
clear color you can pour it into the Tank.  Do not fill past the Fill Level.  
WARNING: DO NOT OVERFILL – see above diagram! 
 
POSITION OF REFILL BAG: 
The refill bag with its embedded pump [7] should be installed with the pump in line [on 
same level] with the bottom of the Tank as illustrated below. In the unlikely event the 
water inlet valve [6] failed to close  properly, distilled water from the refill bag will not 
flow uncontrollably and overfill the Tank. 
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Warning: Refill Bag to contains distilled water only! 
Start the vehicle and switch on the system. 
The very first time the H system is used the current may start a bit lower. That is 
normal! The reason is that the plates need conditioning* with the new solution. 
[*Conditioning: A layer of Titanium Oxide builds 
up over electrodes to improve conductivity.] 
Once the system is “ON” gas bubbles should appear at the left “H” output and right 
side “O” output of the  tank. 
 
Note: H2, O:The amount of H-output is double the amount of O-output(H=Hydrogen, 
O=Oxygen) 
Functions of H system: 
The Installer should be familiar with the safety functions of the system 
Using/setup the system for the first time: 

-Ensure the Tank is filled up just up to the FILL-Level mark. 

 

 

-Ensure the refill bag (7) is properly installed and filled up with distilled water. 
-The first time the system is switched on the refill function may start immediately, 
that is normal. 
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-The REFILL ACTION   is preset to a Max. of about 30seconds. 
Two Refill-conditions: 
-If the system switches OFF after 30seconds and the “REFILL BAG EMPTY”- 

LED  on the Display Monitor is ON , it is likely that the water refill bag is not 
FILL LEVEL –mark 

16 full of distilled water. 
 
-If the system switches OFF after 30 seconds and the “REFILL BAG EMPTY”- 
LED on the Display Monitor/Controller is ON , it is also possible that the REFILL 
BAG is full but the tank was not prefilled with NAOH solution up to the FILL 
LEVEL-mark.  
 
Simply switch off the system with the green ON/OFF touch button in 
the center of the Display Monitor. Then switch it on again. The refill starts again 
for ~30 seconds. 
 
If the system still switches OFF after 30seconds, repeat this action again. 
Safety Features: 
 
1. OVER HEAT  If the electrolyte temperature reaches 70 degC the Power ON H-
Generator green LED will switch OFF and the Current indicator shows 00. The system 
switches ON again when the temperature drops to about 55-60degC. 
 

2. FROZEN  If the Frost/Freeze Protection LED is ON , The Power ON H-
Generator green LED will switch OFF and the Current indicator shows 00. The 
freezing temperature is calibrated and set to -30degC. 
 

3. REFILL Under Normal operation the REFILL ACTION LED is ON only for a very 
short time, usually  about 5-10 seconds. 
 

4. BAG EMPTY  The “REFILL BAG EMPTY”- LED  is ON during normal operation 
the Power ON H Generator  green LED will switch OFF and the Current indicator 
shows 00. ( You must refill the  REFILL BAG with distilled water.) 
 
5. LIMITER The system has an integrated current limiter that works with (PWM-Pulse 
width modulation). The Max Current is pre-set to the current in the table 1.1 
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Tuning your QHS after Installation: 
 
The time at which a newer vehicle “learns” its surroundings under different 
circumstances changes from vehicle to vehicle according to its year, make, model, and 
programming.  
 
Some vehicles need to be driven for a substantial distance in order for the ECU* to 
make any changes to the way the engine operates  according to the readings from its 
sensors, where as others make the adjustments almost immediately. 
 
*Engine control unit(car computer) 
 
Further Tuning and Advancement 
 
Gasoline  
 

1. After Market Ecus can be fitted  Like MegaSquirt to better control the VE tables 
and Tuning of the sensors ignition ,timing and injection. To make further 
advanced efficiency fuel gains. This may include direct injection of HH. 

2. Reset Factory ECU as Descript Glossary. 
3. Better control of the air intake is recommended  
4. Air intake can be ionzed (with red 600-650 nm leds) to make further performance 

gains, by improving the quality and state of the O.  
5. The Air intake can also have electron extraction circuit installs to improve the O. 

 
Diesel  
 

1. Timing can be changed on diesel to make further fuel saving gains but as most 
(except TDi diesel) are mechanical 
Advance or retard , if you do change the timing to make fuel efficiency gain for 
using the new h fuel  the H Cell must operate at all time when engine is running 
or engine will suffer performance and may not start once timing is changed this is 
for uning and trail for you particular engine. 

2.  The Variable Fuel valve can also be tuned to reduce the fuel pressure whist 
using H cell fuel. Optimum H fuel use is 18% of the fuel mix.  Again if you do this 
that mean you the H cell must operate at all times the engines is running as the 
setting are mechanical.  Some 

3. Some Direct injection is possible of H Cell Fuel.  
4. Additional Staged Water ijection can also be add to the Diesel and H fucl pilot 

fuel after 1500 rpm to als make huge fuel efficiency gains. 
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Maintenance 
 
Secure Supplies Ltd provides a 10,000 mile/15,000 kilometer warranty on the 
Hydrogen Cell or Normal 6 months warranty whatever comes first.  
Extra warranty can be arranged for some custom made Units in writing. 
 
The system must be serviced by the installer every 3000 miles [5000klms]. 
All electronics including power box must be protected from water 
 
Servicing includes draining of the electrolyte fluid from the whole system via the drain 
tap [14]. Safely dispose of the NAOH according to local regulations.  
 
Record the mileage on the mileage gauge by photograph in accordance with Warranty. 
 
Fill the system to “Fill Level” with 30% Citric Acid in distilled water and run the cell and 
engine for 20  minutes. [Marked on the front of the Tank] [Warning: never over fill] 
Drain and flush system out twice with distilled water released through drain tap. 
 
Add fresh electrolyte solution according to Table 1.1 
If desired Amps not reached then add 5grams of extra electrolyte. 

 

Dimensions of Installed Parts 
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Note: Electrical Wiring is the same on all models 

Note: Always allow extra room for: 

a) Distance from engine radiator or air con radiator if installed between radiator  
 and grill. 

b) The curvature for the H2 pipe from tank 

c) Curvature of the 3 pipes below tank on split systems 

d) Brackets and fixing points. 

 

Tapping the Car-key connectors/terminals is not suitable because in the 
position ACC and ON the power is already ON- and the engine is  

NOT RUNNING YET !!!. 

 

 

 

You have to find a power source when the engine is running. 
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Glossary 

 

Important: Minimum Safety Circuitry For HHO Installs 

 

Introduction 
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HHO is safe to use provided you handle it properly. By this I mean that you must have 
all of your fittings sealed properly so that the HHO is getting into the engine. By making 
sure that all of the HHO you create is getting into the engine and getting burned, there 
is no HHO gathering in your engine compartment that could become hazardous. So 
the first step in safely handling HHO is checking all of your connections and making 
sure all of them are completely secure, and are not leaking. 

However, another hidden hazard can occur when you are powering your HHO system 
incorrectly. The worst case of this we have seen was a guy wiring his HHO system 
directly to his car battery, with a switch in the engine compartment to turn the system 
on. One day he went to the movies with his girlfriend, and left the switch in the "on" 
position. As the system drew very little amperage, it continued making HHO which 
accumulated under the hood. When they got back to the car to drive home, he went to 
start his car and blew the hood off. No one was hurt, but as you can see, this could 
have been disastrous. 

A better solution is to control your HHO system so that it can only run when the key is 
turned on. Some systems recommend this type of wiring. However, this is also not 
safe. Consider what would happen if you stopped by your daughter's school to pick her 
up after a sporting event. You are waiting for her while she gets dressed, and you are 
listening to your CD player. Well, to do this, you must turn on the ignition key, even 
though the engine is not running. And this means you will be making HHO that will be 
accumulating in your engine compartment while you are waiting. 

The point here is that you must have a failsafe system for making sure that HHO is 
only being produced while the engine is actually running. This allows all of the HHO 
that is produced to be consumed and burned. Many manufacturers that supply HHO 
systems provide a relay that will not allow the system to operate until the relay is 
activated. However, if you are purchasing a system in parts, or building your own 
system, you will have to provide circuitry for this for yourself. This document is 
designed to show you how to create your own circuit to handle this function. 
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The Basic Circuit 

The essence of the circuit you need is shown below. As you can see this circuit is 
installed between your battery and your HHO Cell. If you are using a PWM, then the 
output of this circuit would go to your PWM. It includes a circuit breaker and a relay. 
The circuit breaker is required so that if your cell tries to draw too many amps, the 
breaker will open the circuit and prevent the system from being damaged. Then we see 
the relay. The relay will not allow power to the HHO system until it is energized by 12 
volts. If the 12 volt control voltage is ever removed, then the relay falls into the "off" 
position, and the cell cannot operate. 
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Circuit breakers come in a few different varieties, which differ in how they are reset 
once they have blown. The most basic type is a manual reset, which requires that you 
press a "reset" button to get the breaker to turn back on. These can be a little tiresome, 
so there is a breaker with an automatic reset. These breakers are designed to heat up 
as the current rises and when the current gets too high, they trip. But after they cool 
down again, they will reset themselves. We recommend using a 3rd type of breaker, 

called a "modified reset" breaker. With this type, it will auto reset, but only if the voltage 
coming in to it is cycled off, then back on again. We like this type of breaker because if 
your system is drawing too much current, causing the breaker to trip, then you need to 

fix something before continuing to run the system. This way the system will stay off 
until you are able to stop and check out what's wrong. 
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Wire Sizes 

Notice the wires going from the fuel pump relay to the our HHO system relay, and the 
wire from our HHO relay to ground. This circuit will carry very little current or 
amperage. The controlling circuit for an automotive relay will draw less than 150 
milliamps (.15 amps), which is a very tiny current. Therefore you can use just about 
any size wire you want for this part of the circuit. A 24 gauge wire would be plenty, 
which can carry an amp or more. You may want to use a bit larger wire just so it will be 
less fragile in your engine compartment. 

 

The wires that are on the current path between your battery and your HHO cell will 
carry much more current and must be sized appropriately. Notice the red lines in the 
diagram above. These lines represent the wires that must be heavy gauge wire. The 
exact size will depend on the circuit breaker you use. Your wire must be able to carry 
the full current that your breaker will carry without tripping, even if your system is 
designed to draw much less current. The reason is that if anything goes wrong causing 
your cell to draw more current, it could be drawing as much as the circuit breaker will 
allow, and must be large enough to carry it. For a 25 or 30 Amp breaker you must use 
10 gauge wire. For a 20 Amp breaker you can use 12 gauge, and for a 15 Amp 
breaker you can use 14 gauge wire. Note, that these gauges are for stranded copper 
wire, and for best results, you want to use wire that is specifically made for automotive 
use. 
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The Fuel Pump Relay   Notice that we are controlling this circuit from the Fuel Pump Relay. 

Automobiles have already had to solve the of fuel delivery when the engine isn't running. It's vital, 
for instance, that the fuel pump be shut down if the car is in an accident. The way this is achieved is 
to shut down the power to the fuel pump when the engine stops running. All but the oldest cars 
today have an electric fuel pump. This pump is controlled by the Fuel Pump Relay which is designed 
to only be on when the engine is actually running. There are 3 ways that I know of that this is 
achieved:  

1) The car's computer controls the relay directly, turning it off if the engine ever stops 
running, 

2) Oil Pressure Switch (or Oil Pressure Sending Unit): In this case there is a switch that 
will provide 12 volts when the engine is running, but if the engine stops, then the switch 
falls into the "off" position, which turns off the relay and the fuel pump. In this case the 
car's computer must first energize the fuel pump relay long enough for the car to get 
started, then it shuts off it's circuit and the Oil Pressure Sending Unit continues to 
energize the circuit. 

3) Mass Air Flow Sensor: Some vehicles have a switch incorporated into the Mass Air 
Flow sensor. In this case instead of oil pressure, the flow of air into the engine is used 
to keep a switch on that powers the fuel pump relay. In all other respects, this type of 
system is the same as the Oil Pressure Switch. 

This may be too much detail on how the Fuel Pump Relay circuit works, but this point 
is so important I wanted you to have a better understanding of it. I am not familiar with 
every make/model of car, and can't say for sure that all vehicles have a fuel pump relay 
that will shut down when the engine is off as described here. It is vital that you test this 
function for yourself. To test, you'll need to find the wire that goes between the fuel 
pump relay and the fuel pump. Put a voltmeter on this wire and measure it with 
reference to ground. Then turn on your ignition key. Usually the relay will come on for a 
second or two in order to charge the fuel system for starting, but then it will shut off 
again. You will see 12 volts on your meter when the system is on, and 0 volts when it is 
off. A more thorough test would be to run your engine, and then make it die without 
turning off the ignition key. You should see 12 volts while the engine is running, and 
when it dies, your meter should drop to 0 volts after the engine revolutions slow down. 
How do you make your engine die? Well one way is to cut the fuel pump relay wire to 
your fuel pump. Since you are going to tap into this circuit anyway, you can do a final 
test to make sure it is behaving correctly before trusting your life to it. The wire on the 
near side of the cut should still read 12 volts until the engine winds down, than it will 
drop to 0 volts. 
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Another Solution 

If the your fuel pump relay turns out to be an unworkable control source, there is 
another idea you can use. They make a vacuum switch that will switch on only when 
it's plugged into a vacuum line. You can get these from DigiKey for $20 (part number 
480-2057-ND). You would cut one of your vacuum lines and insert the switch into the 
line. Then you would use the switch to control your relay. Note that the switch can't 
handle the current that goes through your electrolyzer, so you'll still need to use the 
automotive relay described above. But this will give you a way to control that relay so it 
is only on when the engine is actually running. 

The Fuel Saver-MPG Power Control Module 

We are currently in final prototyping of a unit that will provide this function that you will 
be able to purchase from our store. It will have a couple of more bells and whistles. 
The following diagram shows what it's circuit board consists of. The Fuel Pump Relay 
is not part of the circuit board, but is shown in the diagram for information purposes to 
show where it would connect. 
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The terminal block is used to make connections to the circuit board for low current 
carrying wires only. It will only take a maximum size of 16 gauge wire. For now we'll 
just cover the new items. The ground terminal is where you will bring in a ground wire. 
The only reason this board needs ground is so that the relay will operate. The relay 
requires 12 volts to activate it, but it also has to have a ground connection. 

Next notice the 2 wires labeled "Amps +" and Amps -". These terminals lead to a shunt. 
A shunt is a very high current, but low resistance value resistor. It has a very precise 
resistance. As current increases through the shunt, it will develop a voltage differential 
from one side of the shunt to the other. This shunt is designed so that for each amp of 
current flowing, the voltage difference will me 1 millivolt. For instance if 25 amps are 
flowing, then there will be 25 millivolts across the shunt. By connecting a volt meter to 
the 2 bottom terminals on the block, you will be able to read your amp draw very 
precisely. 
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Adding a Switch to the Circuit 

I've been showing the circuitry in bits and pieces to make it easier for folks who aren't 
used to reading schematic diagrams, and to keep explanations better compartmented. 
But this diagram shows what comes inside the box with one of our purchased units, 
and the switch represents the switch we provide to turn your system on and off. Notice 
how the voltage from the Fuel Pump Relay must go through the switch, and only if the 
switch is "on" will the current pass to the relay and turn the system on. Also note, that 
all of these switch wires are low current, and small wire gauges can be used. 
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This final diagram shows how to wire a 2nd switch. We designed our unit so that you 
will have a switch on the Power Control Unit itself, but can also have a remote switch in 
your passenger compartment. To add the remote switch wire it as follows: 

 
 

The 2 switches are wired in series, which means that both switches must be on for the 
system to operate. We feel this is the most useful arrangement. 

Summary 

The only components that are vital for safety are the ones shown in the top diagram, 
above. You must make sure your HHO cell manufacturer has included these items, or 
you must provide them yourself. This is vital for your safety and for the safety of those 
who ride in your car. The rest of the diagrams are to show you how we are 
implementing this circuit in our professionally produced switching circuit. I hope it helps 
you improve the safety and functionality of your system. 
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DO NOT insert the hose just in the air filter as the extra HH+ O gas can upset the MAF sensor 

readings . So always insert it between the MAF sensor and the throttle plate 
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Example of using an Extender  
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Example of using an Extender  
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Extra Notes 

 

Isolating the lambda sensor body – Pre-Cat and Pos-Cat Sensors  
In the past the downstream lambda sensors were not used in air/fuel ratio calculations. But we are finding quite a 
few cases where that's not true anymore. Car manufacturers they are using now also the rear sensors as part of 
their air/fuel ratio calculations and to control the good performance of the first lambda sensor. So we will need 
also to make some changes in these sensors.  
The idea in this method is to seal the warmth inside the body portion of the Oxygen Sensor. We do this by 
insulating the sensor and creating a “mini-oven”. The goal is to fool the fuel injection computer into sensing too 
warm a sensor, thus signaling the computer: “The mixture is too rich!”. The computer then compensates with a 
leaner mixture and possibly a slight advance in timing. The result is smoother engine operation and much better 
economy. This method is especially important in cold winter conditions and high altitudes, since then the Oxygen 
Sensor is too cold.  
To perform this operation just wrap several layers of aluminum foil tape around the body of the lambda sensors. 

The pictures below illustrate the area to be wrapped. 
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Direction Nozzel  Optional not vital 

HHO Gas Directional Nozzle 
Another trick in optimizing the HHO gas induction is to direct the HHO gas out line as 
close as possible into the throttle throat by fabricating a directional nozzle so that it 
directs the HHO gas right over the primary throat(s) be it a carbureted or fuel injected 
engine. This also works on ALL non-turbo diesel and non-propane burning engines. It 
is very important to direct the HHO gas into the throttle throat without the directional 
nozzle obstructing any of the moving parts like the choke flap or throttle plate. This can 
be fabricated with the use of 3/8 x ¼ NPT elbow fittings, a 3/8 vacuum T fitting and 3/8 
OD clear tubing, copper tubing, or plastic tubing assembled with Goop glue as 
depictedin the illustration. Sanding of the mating areas may be needed to get the 
fittings to tightly 
fit into one another before gluing. 

 

Can use a variety of water atomizer jets. Optional. 
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